
...it was somewhat disappointing that the Big Ten winner throughout my 
adolescence into manhood was always either Michigan or Ohio State, but 
I always pulled for the Big Ten. Still, I have no recollection of the Rose 
Bowl game played in 1973, but I imagine it was probably Michigan and 
they probably lost... - page 79

 Oil was dominating the scene and the dollar. The days of gas 
wars and twenty-five cents a gallon were over. The fledgling Organiza-
tion of Petroleum Exporting Countries was flexing its newfound muscles 
by cooperating on limiting oil production; while the participating coun-
tries did not represent a majority of the world’s total production, their co-
operation sent oil, and consequently gasoline, prices soaring. Long be-
fore school would let out for summer the price of gas in Podunk would 
see seventy-five cents  a gallon.  Our  social  studies  teacher invited the 
owner of the station at the Fifth Street curve – one of the discounters that  
had been springing up over the last few years – who simply confirmed 
what most of us suspected; of the forty-six cents a gallon raise in his 
price in the last two months, forty-three went to the oil company, two to 
the state and he got  one.  The most  impressive demonstration was his 
‘subsidiary chart’ of one of the major oil companies, which was writing 
about a quarter-inch in height spread over a roll of paper that stretched 
over fifty feet in length. The list of foreign companies, especially those 
based in OPEC nations, was especially damning. The previous year, food 
– most prominently meat and dairy products – prices had nearly doubled 
and now gas prices were already tripling. The rich get richer, the poor get  
poorer, and the emerging middle class in America, legacy of World War 
II, is squeezed hard. Can you say “F*** the little guy?” - pages 79-80

My English teacher had a couple of books that I could borrow for 
research on my paper...I could keep them only for two days...the books 
were compilations of various stories concerning different subjects and I 
didn’t have enough time to go over them and take notes with the proper 
citations. Before I turned them in, though, I went to the city library and 
found three or four books, and two of them had the same stories from the 
same authors but in different compilations. I kept the notes I already had 
but changed the citations to agree with the new books so I could keep 
everything consistent. I could keep these books for two weeks and renew 
for another two weeks if I wished. It was a better deal for me but a fate-
ful decision nevertheless... - page 80

...my teacher had written a big “D” on the front of my paper and 
in a paragraph composed in red ink accused me of plagiarism and im-
proper reference citations, because I had clearly copied references from 
her books but they were not listed in my citations. It didn’t matter that 
the authors cited were the same; the references were not from her books, 
so I must have improperly copied them.

There’s a lesson to be learned from this and I think I know what 
it is: don’t borrow s*** from your teachers. If a teacher offers you some-
thing, politely ask, “Is this mine to keep?” If the answer is a negative 
one, politely hand it back and politely, but firmly, state, “I can get my 
own. Thank you.” It’s a lesson you may apply in any situation in life.  
Don’t let anyone set unreasonable expectations simply because they’re 
“doing you a favor.” Decline the favor politely,  but  firmly,  by telling 
them to f*** off. Be sure to be polite, though. You wouldn’t want anyone 
to mistakenly think you’re an ungrateful s***, now would you?

- page 81


